point stimulus moving on different horizontal-depth paths either peri-foveally or 48 peripherally while participants' gaze was oriented at different vergence and 49 version angles. We found large systematic errors in the perceived motion 50 trajectory that reflected an intermediate reference frame between a purely retinal 51 interpretation of binocular retinal motion (ignoring vergence and version) and the 52 spatially correct motion. A simple geometric model could capture the behavior 53 well, revealing that participants tended to underestimate their version by as much 54 as 17%, overestimate their vergence by as much as 22%, and underestimate the 55 overall change in retinal disparity by as much as 64%. Since such large 56
Introduction 63
Stereoscopic vision is crucial for perceiving and acting on objects moving around 64 us in three-dimensional (3D) space. Consider a batter in baseball: to accurately 65 swing at an approaching pitch, the visuomotor system must first estimate the 3D 66 spatial motion of the ball in space from two 2D retinal projections (Batista, Buneo, 67 Snyder, & Andersen, 1999; Blohm & Crawford, 2007; Blohm, Khan, Ren, 68 Schreiber, & Crawford, 2008; Chang, Papadimitriou, & Snyder, 2009 ). That 69 means the brain has the difficult task of assigning coordinating points on each 70 retina to the moving object and using an internal model of the eye-head geometry 71 to accurately compute its 3D egocentric distance (Blohm et al., 2008) . However, 72 exactly which signals are used to extract motion-in-depth from binocular images 73 is unclear. Banks & Backus, 1998) . Ultimately, however, because retinal disparity varies 86 non-uniformly with 3D eye-in-head orientation (Blohm et al., 2008) , retinal signals 87 alone are insufficient to estimate motion-in-depth; rather, the visual system must 88 account for the full 3D geometry of the eye and head (Blohm et al., 2008) . 89
Indeed, Blohm et al. (2008) and underestimate the overall change in retinal disparity. These findings suggest 115 that real-world motion-in-depth estimation is an eccentricity-dependent process 116 that relies heavily on the use of monocular and/or contextual cues. 117
118

Materials and methods 119
Participants 120
In total, 12 participants (age 22-35 years, 9 male) were recruited for two 121 experiments after informed consent was obtained. 11 of 12 participants were 122 right-handed and all participants were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. 123 All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and did not have any 124 known neurological, oculomotor, or visual disorders. We also evaluated 125 participants' stereoscopic vision using the following tests: Bagolini We used a novel 3D motion paradigm to determine how motion-in-depth is 133 perceived across different horizontal version and vergence angles in complete 134 darkness. This paradigm is illustrated in Fig. 1 We recorded a total of (9 fixation targets * 3 curvatures * 6 orientations * 2 motion 185 location conditions =) 324 trials for each participant (324 trials * 13 participants = 186 4212 total trials). Each trial type was randomly interleaved throughout 10 blocks 187 (per participant) but the order was the same across all participants. This allowed 188 us to pool the responses together across conditions and participants for graphical 189 purposes, as there were no within-participant trial repetitions (model fits were 190 performed on individual trajectories). Upon offline analysis, we discovered that 191 one participant consistently failed to perform the reconstruction portion of the 192 task as instructed: the participant drew the motion backwards and we therefore 193 excluded his data from the analysis, leaving 12 participants (3888 total trials). Of 194 these trials, we examined recorded eye movement data and removed trials 195 containing eye movements or blinks during the motion phase of each trial, This modeling framework allowed us to describe the reconstructed trajectories by 222 varying the contributions of version (version gain, g vs ) and vergence (vergence 223 gain, g vg ) to the inverse model, and motion purely in depth (depth gain, g d ). Each 224 parameter accounted for a different aspect of the trajectory (shown in Figure 2  225 insets). To produce the retinal prediction, we set the version gain to 0 and used a 226 constant vergence gain of 1. Importantly, this retinal prediction arbitrarily 227 assumes that vergence is 100% accounted for. Note that, because our model 228 computes the spatial intersection of the binocular back-projections, vergence 229 gains had to be greater than 0 (otherwise the back-projections would be parallel). 230
231
For each participant, we initialized the parameters for the reconstructed 232 trajectories using a brute-force, 8000 point least-squares method over the full 233 plausible range of parameters (20 linearly spaced values for each parameter). 234
This was followed by a 512 point least-squares fine fitting method within a +/-235 10% range for g vs , g vg and g d around the initialized parameters (8 linearly spaced 236 values for each parameter). We performed this exact optimization procedure 237 separately for each vergence angle to avoid confounding vergence effects. In 238 total, we computed the fits of (3*(8000+512) =) 25,536 total parameter 239 combinations. This optimization provided parameter estimates that consistently 240 accounted for behavioral variability, with each participant's R-squared values 241 >0.93 in both motion conditions. 242 243
Statistical analyses 244
Group-level statistical tests primarily consisted of two-tailed Student t-tests. We 245 also performed paired t-tests when appropriate for comparing parameters across 246 conditions. The rest of the statistical treatment of the data consisted primarily of 247 computing correlation coefficients and regression analyses. foveal motion parameter fits for version gain (g vs , left), depth gain (g d , middle) 300 and vergence gain (g vg ) (right). Open disks represent participant parameters and 301 solid disks represent group-level parameters fit on all the data. Arrows above 302
histograms represent group-level fit parameter locations along a given axis. 303 304
The parameters optimized for foveal and peripheral motion were distinct, 305
suggesting that motion-in-depth perception varies with retinal eccentricity. For 306 version gain, we found that participants accounted for 83% +/-13% (mean +/-307 SD) of horizontal version during foveal motion, compared to 96% +/-10% during 308 peripheral motion (paired t-test: t(35) = -5.22, p < 0.01). Given that version 309 compensation during foveal motion was incomplete, the apparent full 310 compensation during peripheral motion could have been the result of the system 311 using the retinal location of the stimulus as a cue for current horizontal eye 312 orientation, effectively bypassing an explicit need for extraretinal signals. Next, 313 we found that the foveal depth gains accounted for 54% +/-13% of depth speed 314
and was significantly greater than that for peripheral motion at 36% +/-14% 315 We asked participants to estimate the motion-in-depth of an isolated disparity 346 stimulus and found large systematic errors that differed depending on viewing 347 eccentricity. We found that a simple model of the 3D eye-in-head geometry that 348 clue that motion-in-depth at the fovea is represented differently in the visual 387 system than motion-in-depth in the periphery, where disparity magnitudes are 388 much larger (Blohm et al., 2008) . 389
390
The peripheral motion case presents an apparently paradoxical finding: eye-in-391 head orientation can be accurately estimated (likely using retinal eccentricity) 392 while target speed-in-depth is significantly underestimated relative to both its 393 spatial motion and its foveal motion. However, we provide only a disparity 394 stimulus to the observer regardless of retinal location, and the relative 395 contribution of disparity to depth perception decreases with eccentricity (Held et 396 al., 2012) . The observed percept of compressed motion in the periphery is 397 therefore in line with the idea of a lower-weighted contribution of disparity cues 398 (Held et al., 2012) , while changes in defocus blur of the point stimulus were likely 399 negligible. In agreement with this idea, some early psychophysical findings reveal 400 that such a lateral compression could be due to greater relative uncertainty in the 401 estimate of the depth motion component for motion in the periphery (Rokers et 402 al., 2017, pre-print) . Determining whether motion-in-depth perception is based on 403 such a statistically optimal combination of disparity, retinal defocus blur and 404 extraretinal cues therefore represents a potential extension of this work. 405
406
To isolate for horizontal disparity as the primary cue for depth perception, we 407 removed any contribution of visuomotor feedback by restricting movements of 408 the eyes and head. We determined the role of static eye orientation signals in 409 interpreting a dynamic, moving stimulus, although in natural viewing our eyes 410 and head are often moving as well. Both disparity and eye movements contribute 411 to depth perception but the precise nature of these contributions, and how they 412 might depend on one another, is unclear. For example, vergence angle 413 corresponds to perceived depth during the kinetic depth effect (Ringach, 414 Hawken, & Shapley, 1996), but artificially inducing disparity changes between 415 correlated (and anti-correlated) random-dot stimuli can cause the eyes to rapidly 416 converge (or diverge) without any perception of depth (Masson, Bussettini, & 417 Miles, 1997). On the neural level, disparity is coded in V1 without a necessary 418 perception of depth (Cumming & Parker, 1997) . Psychophysics work has shown 419 that vergence eye movements are beneficial for judging the relative depth of 420 stimuli (Foley & Richards, 1972 ), but to our knowledge no one has investigated 421 the extent to which these signals are used to solve the geometry for absolute 422 depth. 423
424
In addition, by restricting the orientations of the eyes and head we removed 425 feedback due to motion parallax and changes in vertical disparity. Importantly, 426 providing such dynamic feedback has been shown to improve motion-in-depth 427 perception in virtual reality . Although vertical disparity 428 naturally varies during normal ocular orienting, we designed our task to keep 429 vertical disparity constant for a given gaze location. This manipulation not only 430 removed vertical disparities due to changes in cyclovergence, but also vertical 431 disparities due to changes in head orientation (Blohm et al., 2008) . These natural 432 changes in vertical disparity during eye and head movements likely serve as 433 another informative dynamic cue for judging motion-in-depth under normal 434 viewing contexts. For the above reasons, presenting participants with a dynamic, 435 motion-tracked version of our task could therefore represent an important 436 extension of this work. 437
438
From an evolutionary perspective, it is unclear why the visual system would 439 underestimate binocular cues when estimating motion in depth with static gaze. 440
Indeed, in an enriched visual environment there are often sufficient monocular 441 cues available to the visual system to be able to judge relative depth. During 442 everyday viewing in natural contexts, this is often the case; especially for self-443 generated motion in depth. On the other hand, our findings suggest that in some 444 special cases without an enriched viewing context such a monocular strategy 445 fails. To illustrate this point, consider two edge cases: juggling and firefly-446 catching. Expert jugglers learn to fixate the apex of the balls' trajectory, 447
presumably taking advantage of a learned internal model of the balls' ballistic 448 trajectory (resulting from manual motor commands) combined with various 449 monocular motion cues to intercept each ball. Alternatively, consider the case of 450 attempting to catch a firefly in darkness: fixating while attempting this is intuitively 451 a bad idea because the flight of a firefly is largely unpredictable. Instead, to catch 452 the fly, a better strategy might be to visually track its motion. Such a strategy 453 would allow for the use of consistent visuomotor feedback, allowing the 454 construction of a predictive model of the fly's path. Thus, follow-up experiments 455 investigating the interplay between (1) availability of monocular cues, (2) 456 predictability of object physics and (3) facilitation from visuomotor learning would 457 be informative of how our brain constructs motion-in-depth percepts. 458 459
Conclusions 460
We quantified the extent to which visual perception accounts for the 3D geometry 461 of the eyes and head when interpreting motion in depth under static viewing 462 conditions. We found that participants underestimated 3D binocular eye 463 orientations, leading to different spatial motion percepts for identical egocentric 464 trajectories. To perceive and successfully navigate through the 3D world, our 465 findings suggest that perception must supplement binocular disparity signals with 466 binocular eye and head orientation estimates, monocular depth cues and 467 dynamic visuomotor feedback. It remains to be seen, however, what the precise 468 contributions and relative weightings of each of these cues might be. 469 470 Acknowledgments 471 472
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